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Evocations of Desire:
Jeanette May’s Easy on the Eyes

On a crisp Halloween evening in the suburbs, a handsome man dressed as a pirate sits with a swagger befitting 
his costume on outdoor porch-steps. Absentmindedly he holds a child’s toy sword in between his open legs—a 
phallic symbol in itself whose position in the photograph draws pointed attention to his physical anatomy. His 
sculpted jaw and penetrating eyes are intensified by the cock of his head and the shadows cast on his face. Fallen 
leaves and carved pumpkins with illuminated faces pepper the steps on which he sits. This pirate is waiting for 
someone. Presumably a woman masquerading as Little Bo Peep since a stuffed animal sheep and shepherd’s 
crook have been left on the porch landing. The pirate, traditionally seen as an active, aggressive figure, is here 
shown in a suspended state of stillness and expectation. Next to this vignette is a printed passage—seemingly 
unrelated yet evocative—from Audrey Niffenegger’s novel The Time Traveler’s Wife (2003). 

This photograph, Clare, is part of a series entitled Easy on the Eyes that artist Jeanette May began in 2008. The 
series also features images of business-clad men in and outside the home, of men nude in the shower and in 
the bedroom, and men casually dressed at the train station and in the hotel hallway. Clare illustrates several 
running themes of Easy on the Eyes particularly evocatively, including: a constructed narrative, the tension 
between female presence and absence, and the symbolic employment of text.

May’s impetus for this project is a reaction against the influx of images in the art historical and advertising canons 
alike of beautiful women that are geared toward the men who desire them. Throughout history and geography 
the default viewer of any given image is too often assumed to be male. May’s series, in contrast, pointedly and 
self-consciously constructs its viewer as a heterosexual woman: one who finds pleasure not only in the male 
body itself but also in imagining that body within actual environments. For example, in Amy a partially dressed 
man holds a deck of playing cards and sits at a table amidst a wash of discarded male and female clothing. He 



is in the middle of a game of strip poker and, by the look of things, he is not playing terribly well. In Carmen a 
man stands nude in his shower moments before turning on the water. He pulls the shower curtain to one side, 
exposing his taut physique, and looks expectantly at the bathroom door. The door is ajar and a woman’s robe 
hangs tantalizingly on it. Does this suggest the nudity of her unseen body? Has she left the room or is she 
about to enter? The nudity in both Amy and Carmen accentuates the physical beauty of the men portrayed and 
localizes the desire of the viewer to the male body. By subverting the stereotype of woman as perpetual object 
and instead awarding her the agency to desire, May literally directs and redirects the female gaze. 

This pointed subversion functions as a visual illustration of the theories of film-critic Laura Mulvey. In her influential 
article Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema (1973) Mulvey links different types of looking with pleasure and 
argues for a regendering of both the gaze and the spectator. Similar to the propositions of Mulvey’s article, May 
illustrates this pleasure of the gaze while simultaneously refocusing it from male voyeurism to female. 

The heteronormative approach to Mulvey’s article is also echoed in May’s series. The intended audience of 
Easy on the Eyes may be heterosexual women; however, this in no way suggests that viewers of other gender 
and sexual positioning will be unable to find pleasure in these photographs. May’s dynamic use of composition, 
keen narrative eye and intriguing incorporation of text make her series broadly engaging. Just as any viewer, 
regardless of sexual orientation or gender, can revel in the sensuality of Ingres’ La Grande Odalisque, so too 
can any viewer get lost in the provocations and subtle narratives implicit to May’s work. 

A critical aspect of this series is May’s employment of a directorial mode of photography. Each of the environments 
she captures has been artfully staged to resemble comfortably familiar real-life spaces. In consciously composing 
her narratives as a film director might compose a scene, May includes herself within a formidable class of 
directorial photographers—most pertinently Gregory Crewdson and Cindy Sherman. Although all three artists 
carefully craft their environments, imbuing them with symbolic narrative details before finally photographing 
the staged scene, May distinguishes herself from these two predecessors in two significant ways. First, her 
work is fundamentally about sensuality and the physical pleasure derived from looking. Crewdson’s work, 



contrarily, is often characterized as illustrative of anxiety and dislocation and Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills 
series is celebrated for its embrace of the macabre of film noir. Second, May includes men as the primary figure 
in her compositions—often the only figure in the composition—whereas Crewdson photographs both men and 
women indiscriminately and Sherman photographs herself masquerading as varying female “types.” Although 
May’s series is thematically dissimilar to those of both Crewdson and Sherman, it is useful to consider her 
project alongside theirs in all three artists’ shared dedication to the construction of directorial photography. 

Another significant feature of this series is May’s intriguing use of text. The passages she selects are culled from 
novels written by women ranging from Virginia Woolf to Zora Neale Hurston. Since May explains that the history 
of women documenting their desire for men has primarily been disseminated in written rather than visual form, 
the presence of these texts is appropriate. Furthermore, these written inclusions situate May’s series within a 
larger trajectory of female empowerment and the agency to regard men as objects of their subjecthood and 
physical desire. The particular passages May includes relate to the image but do not narrate them exactly. They 
guide our viewing experience, often expressing sentiments that echo the emotion of the photograph, without 
directly explaining it. For example, the text May pairs with Clare narrates an intimate moment between Henry 
(who is not an actual pirate but described as wearing a shirt we might visualize as being pirate-esque) and his 
wife Clare in which she revels in both the beauty of his physical form and aggressiveness of his demeanor and 
passion. Here, May does not simply narrate her photograph; rather, she provides subtle textual hints at the 
underlying sexuality between the seen man and unseen woman that complement the visual hints within the 
composition. 

Furthermore, her incorporation of text directs the viewer to simultaneously enjoy the narrative of the composition 
and critically engage in a discourse concerning the female gaze. In order to grasp the strategy underlying 
May’s use of text, it is useful to return once again to the film theories of Laura Mulvey. In Visual Pleasure 
Mulvey contends that the visceral enjoyment derived from looking is negated through analysis. Although May’s 
use of text does not neutralize the pleasure of her photographs, it does successfully encourage viewers to 
self-consciously recognize and interpret their response. May’s inclusion of text alongside her photographs 



forces viewers to analyze the pleasure each image engenders rather than allowing them to bask in it simply 
and uncritically. Finally, May’s use of text disrupts any illusion we as viewers might have of the photograph’s 
verisimilitude, further complicating our voyeurism. With the presence of text, the constructed, directed nature 
of these photographs is consciously exposed and the schism between the image itself and our unabashedly 
pleasurable reaction to it is intensified. 

Perhaps the most striking aspect of May’s series is the tension she creates between female presence and 
absence within each frame. Take our pirate, for example. Although there is not a physical woman located 
within the composition, traces of her are splashed throughout the space. The stuffed animal and shepherd’s 
crook are the most obvious signifiers of this unseen woman; however, the pumpkins, with their faces carved 
in various expressions, suggest a lived activity shared between the man behind the pirate and his unseen Bo 
Peep. Furthermore, the photograph’s title, Clare, awards even more agency and presence to the woman whose 
literal body is otherwise absent from the scene. Although none of May’s narratives include the woman whose 
presumed lover is photographed so seductively, each composition is sprinkled with the residue of her recent 
occupation of the space. And each photograph is titled similarly to Clare after the female heroine of the quoted 
text. 

The photographs in Easy on the Eyes are playful, sensual and intelligent. They redirect and regender the gaze (a 
considerable feat in itself) while concurrently empowering the viewer to connect with and become a body that 
desires. However these photographs are far from one-dimensional. If May’s dynamically constructed narratives 
are not enough, her employment of evocative textual and art historical references offers additional layers of 
significance to the series. Easy on the Eyes delivers on the promise of its title but also proves intellectually 
challenging and engaging to the mind. 

Elizabeth Dastin
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